
Literacy Math

Guess the secret word. Have a family member say a word by 
stretching out the sounds (ex. c/a/t or b/o/x). See if you can put the 
sounds together and figure out the secret word. You may wish to show 
the video below as a warm-up to the activity ☺.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIBjAWkPzNA
Challenge: After guessing the secret word correctly, can you name 
what the beginning sound is? Can you name what the ending sound is?

Login to I Know It math website and practice Patterns. (I.e.; What letter comes 
next in the following pattern, X or O? Complete the pattern: xoxoxo_ _ _ ).

Make an ABC book! Staple or fold pages together to make a book. 
Then write one or two letters of the alphabet on each page. Beside 
each letter, write word(s) that begins with each letter, along with a 
matching picture to go with it! You may want to show the video below 
as a warm up to the activity ☺.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HP85wRv3M40

Login to I Know It math website and practice Measurement (non-standard units) 
(I.e.; How many squares long is the hot dog?).

Pick 4 sight words. Complete one activity from the “Sight Word Choice 
Menu”.

Please refer to “Sight Word Choice Menu” attachment & “Kindergarten 
Sight Words” attachment.

Login to I Know It math website and practice Compare Digits to 10.(I.e.; Is 6 
larger than 9? Is 10 bigger or smaller than 5?).

Hide 5 items around your house. Create a scavenger hunt by writing 
down a clue for each item on piece(s) of paper. Give the clues to 
someone in your home. Were they able to find your mystery items?

Login to I Know It math website and practice Compare Digits to 5. (I.e.; Is 2 
smaller than 4? Is 3 bigger or smaller than 1?).

Are you a rhyming wizard? How many rhyming words can you come up 
with for each word:
pat           hop           mill              mug                 hen
You may wish to show the video below as a warm up to the activity ☺.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Cc1TL-0bXo

Login to I Know It math website and practice Classifying Objects by Shape. (I.e.; 
Click on the object that is shaped like a circle, heart, triangle, etc.).

Kindergarten Home Learning Choice Board
Pick 1 choice from each subject area daily 

and visit https://www.kidsa-z.com/main/Login every day for fun in reading!
You can post pictures on our class Facebook page to show us what you’re learning! 
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